Village of Woodridge Plan Commission
Regular Meeting
Final Agenda
Community Development Department
Five Plaza Drive
Woodridge, IL 60517-5014
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7:30 PM
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A. Plan Commission - Regular Meeting - Oct 1, 2018 7:30 PM
IV.

Case Consideration
A. Woodridge Plan Commission Consideration of a Special Use Permit for a Health and
Athletic Club in the B-1 Zoning District – Fitness 4 You - Hobson Road Plaza – 3032
Hobson Road
a.
b.
c.
d.

Public Hearing
Plan Commission Discussion
Staff Recommendation
Plan Commission Recommendation

V.

Public Comment (Items Not Related to the Agenda)

VI.

Discussion Items

VII.

Update of Previous Plan Commission Cases

VIII.

Adjournment

Public comment, with respect to items that are not the subject of a public hearing required by law, is
limited to five minutes for each member of the public. It is requested that, if possible, one spokesperson
for a group be appointed to present the views of the entire group. Speakers who are recognized are
requested to step to the podium and state their name, address and the group they are representing prior
to addressing the Plan Commission.

3.A

VILLAGE OF WOODRIDGE
PLAN COMMISSION MEETING
Regular Meeting of October 1, 2018
A regular meeting of the Plan Commission for the Village of Woodridge was held at 7:30 p.m.
on Monday, October 1, 2018 in the Board Room of the Village Hall, Five Plaza Drive
Woodridge, Illinois.
CALL TO ORDER
Chairman Przepiorka called the meeting to order at 7:31 p.m.
II.

ROLL CALL
Upon roll call the following were:
Present: Balogh, Cortez, Gaspar, Jarog, Hendle-Kinnunen, Seelander, Przepiorka
Absent: None
Director of Community Development Kim Porter, Senior Planner Jenny Horn,
Planner Jason Zawila, and Recording Secretary Peggy Halper were also present.

III.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES – REGULAR MEETING - SEPTEMBER 17, 2018
Commissioner Gaspar made a motion, seconded by Commissioner Cortez to approve
the minutes from September 17, 2018 with no changes. A roll call vote was taken:
Ayes: Gaspar, Cortez, Balogh, Hendle-Kinnunen, Jarog, Seelander, Przepiorka
Nays: None
Motion passed

IV.

CASE CONSIDERATION
A. WOODRIDGE PLAN COMMISSION CONSIDERATION OF A SPECIAL
USE PERMIT FOR A RECREATION ESTABLISHMENT – VR 360 – 1001
75TH STREET, SUITE 157 – WOODGROVE FESTIVAL SHOPPING
CENTER – MARCUS BEAM
Public Hearing
Chairman Przepiorka called the public hearing to order. He then reviewed the
application before the Plan Commission verifying that all required public notices had
been given. A copy of the certificate of publication shall be made part of this public
hearing record as exhibit “A”. He then asked for staff to make a presentation.
Staff Presentation
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I.

3.A

The applicant is proposing to lease approximately 3,600 square feet for VR 360. The
space is located immediately north of Hollywood Boulevard. The applicant will give
a brief summary of the proposal; however VR 360 is a family entertainment concept.
It allows patrons to experience climbing Mount Everest, tour various cities, etc. with
the use of virtual reality devices. The tenant space will also have a bar and restaurant
area that will offer a full service bar and limited food.
Mrs. Horn said the proposed recreation use is consistent with the intent and character
of the B-2 Zoning District, which provides office, retail, service and restaurant uses
that serve the community. Staff believes VR 360 is a unique recreation establishment
that will be complimentary to other uses in the shopping center. This concludes
staff’s presentation.
Applicant Presentation
Marcus Beam, applicant, said VR 360 is a new and exciting concept to family
entertainment. This is an alternative from more traditional forms of family fun like
bowling. They are planning on rolling out their first two phases in 2018 – 2019.
Phase One is securing three highly desirable locations, which are Wrigleyville,
Naperville, and Woodridge. Phase Two would be to secure additional locations in
Atlanta, Los Angeles, and Orlando. VR 360 plans on becoming the benchmark to
which all other VR’s are held to standard. Their aggressive plan is to become the first
National VR franchise. VR 360 will follow in the footsteps of Dave and Buster’s,
King’s Bowling and others that dominante our sector. VR 360 is currently in
negotiations to have exclusive rights to content to various amusement parks, global
attractions, as well as creating their own exclusive content.
Early adoption is vital to success and VR 360 is the next big thing for entertainment.
Virtual reality has been adopted by the largest movie studio, social network and TV
broadcasting. Sports, including the Olympics, are broadcast in virtual reality
providing an unparalleled experience. There are other applications for virtual reality
including corporate training, teaching, therapy and even doctors are using it.
Mr. Beam stated they are going to cater to more upscale patrons. The concept is a
family friendly place where you are greeted by attendants and escorted to the play
area. Virtual reality allows you to experience a real and/or fictional environment with
situations in a 360 environment. There are hundreds of different titles and dozens of
different categories. It is fun and exciting whether you are playing alone or with a
group. He then talked about some of the different experiences you can try with VR.
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Jenny Horn, Senior Planner, was sworn in and stated she would like to make staff’s
report part of the public hearing record as exhibit “B”. Woodgrove Festival is located
at the southwest corner of 75th Street and Lemont Road. The subject property is
improved with an approximately 250,000 square foot shopping center with a mix of
uses including retail uses, restaurant uses, as well as Hollywood Boulevard Cinema.

3.A

The reason they selected Woodridge is the location. The former Capri Restaurant is
ideal and the space is large enough. This is a destination spot that can revitalize and
compliment the area. He then showed a brief commercial for VR 360. He asked if
the Commission had any questions.

Mr. Beam stated they will not have security. It will operate just like a movie theater,
bowling alley or Dave & Buster’s. They will have some very strong safeguards in
place and new technology. There will be attendants that will be walking the floor.
As far as the alcohol, you have to go up to the bar in order to get a drink.
Commissioner Seelander asked if the food and bar will be on one side and the gaming
on the other.
Mr. Beam said yes it is. You would order your food and they will text you when it is
ready and then you pick it up in one area. Every single drink that has alcohol has to
be picked up at the bar.
Commissioner Seelander asked how many seats will there be or how many patrons
could there be in this facility.
Mr. Beam stated there could be about 36 in the restaurant/bar area and then about 10 15 people in the play area. There are no walls in the play area so there is no place for
a person to hide. There is a row of seating to watch the play area that holds about 10.
The reason he chose Woodridge is because he lives in the town. He feels this will be
a compliment to the area. The stores are all closed before the last movie gets out and
he feels that it is missing a lot of revenue. This location will be different than the
Naperville location and feels that this will be a destination spot.
Commissioner Jarog asked if Naperville will be their first location.
Mr. Beam said they are working on one in Wrigleyville and Naperville is under
construction. If they could wrap this up then this could be the first location.
Chairman Przepiorka asked if there were any further questions from the Commission.
None responded. He then asked if there was anyone in the audience that wanted to
comment or ask questions in regards to this public hearing.
Public Comment
None
Chairman Przepiorka called for a motion to close the public hearing.
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Commissioner Gaspar said this seems like a great concept; however his concern
would be the mixing of alcohol in a gaming environment. He asked if they were
planning of having security on staff.

3.A

Commissioner Gaspar made a motion, seconded by Commissioner Jarog to close the
public hearing. A roll call vote was taken:
Ayes: Gaspar, Jarog, Balogh, Cortez, Hendle-Kinnunen, Przepiorka, Seelander
Nays: None
Motion passed

Commissioner Cortez said his concern is parking and that area is already congested as
it is.
Mrs. Horn stated the hours will be the same as the previous use. During the peak
times the spaces right next to the facility may not be available but there are still
spaces available within walking distance.
Mr. Beam said there are 32 parking spaces in the back that is shared with 9 Rounds.
Commissioner Seelander stated yes there are but the customers need to know that
they are there.
Chairman Przepiorka asked if the interior setup can be explained.
Mr. Beam had a drawing and passed it around so all the Commissioners could see.
He then explained the layout.
Commissioner Gaspar asked with the liquor license do they differentiate between a
restaurant establishment and restaurant entertainment.
Mrs. Horn said yes. She indicated that the applicant is working with the
Administration Department to obtain the necessary liquor license.
Commissioner Gaspar asked if there were a limited number of liquor licenses and
where is the Village at with those.
Mrs. Horn stated there is a limited number and the only ones that are available are the
ones that are existing. Anytime there is a new request one has to be added to the
Village code and she is not aware of the number.
Commissioner Seelander asked if the Commission for the liquor license hear the
concerns from Commissioner Gaspar in regards to mixing alcohol, gaming and
children all in one establishment. He asked if they could make a recommendation to
consider that carefully.
Mrs. Horn said yes they could.
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Plan Commission Discussion

3.A

Commissioner Gaspar stated North Beach in Downers Grove have gone through
multiple owners over the years. The most recent owner had to go through all kinds of
hoops because of all of the history involved with competitiveness with the alcohol,
underage drinking and the multiple police calls because of this. He just wants to
make sure that they don’t have any issues especially because this is a highly visible
area.

Staff Recommendation
Mrs. Horn said there are Findings of Fact which are included in Exhibit C in staff’s
report. So there will be two motions needed this evening.
Plan Commission Recommendation
Commissioner Hendle-Kinnunen made a motion, seconded by Commissioner Cortez
to adopt the Findings of Fact for a Special Use, as contained in Exhibit C. A roll call
vote was taken:
Ayes: Hendle-Kinnunen, Cortez, Balogh, Gaspar, Jarog, Seelander, Przepiorka
Nays: None
Motion passed
Commissioner Gaspar made a motion, seconded by Commissioner Cortez to
recommend to the Mayor and Village Board of Trustees approval of a special use
permit for a recreation establishment for 1001 75th Street, Suite 157, subject to
compliance with all applicable Village codes and ordinances and with the following
condition:
1. Staff evaluate possible security measures and present some options for Board
consideration.
A roll call vote was taken:
Ayes: Gaspar, Cortez, Balogh, Hendle-Kinnunen, Jarog, Seelander, Przepiorka
Nays: None
Motion passed
B. WOODRIDGE PLAN COMMISSION CONSIDERATION OF AN
AMENDMENT TO A ZONING LOT PLAN, MAJOR ADMENDMENT TO
A PRELIMINARY PLAN AND PLAT OF REGIONAL PLANNED UNIT
DEVELOPMENT AND MAJOR AMENDMENT TO A FINAL PLAN AND
PLAT OF REGIONAL PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT – LOT 1 –
NORTHWEST CORNER OF WOODWARD AVENUE AND BOUGHTON
ROAD – PEARL PROPERTY GROUP, LLC
Staff Presentation
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Chairman Przepiorka asked if there were any further questions or comments from the
Commission. None responded. He then asked staff for their recommendation.

3.A

There are three main approvals needed with this request. The first approval is an
amendment to the Zoning Lot Plan. The Zoning Lot Plan displays building locations,
parking lots, landscape areas, and a list of allowable uses. A small portion of the
property is in Bolingbrook. The applicant is proposing to amend the previously
granted “retail use” with “medical office, office, retail, and restaurant uses” for Lot 1.
The second set of approvals is an amendment to the Preliminary Plan and Plat of
Regional Planned Unit Development (RPUD). With the improvements proposed for
Lot 1 an update to the preliminary RPUD is required for the same area. The last
approval is for the Final Plan and Plat of RPUD, this plan features the specific details
of development for that portion of the lot.
Mr. Zawila stated the proposed development does require 61 parking spaces which
have been provided for both buildings. Due to the location of a significant utility
easement for a sanitary sewer that bisects the lot, certain deviations are being
requested by the applicant. The first two sets of relief are requested in relation to the
front setback and the right-of-way (ROW) setback. A 30 foot setback is required, but
the applicant is proposing a 20 foot setback. The other relief requested is related to
the interior setback, which is located just north of the medical office building. A 20
foot setback is required and they are proposing an interior setback of 10 feet.
As with every development that occurs at this intersection, staff does request an
update to the traffic study. The traffic study did evaluate the impact of Lot 1 in
addition to the regional planned growth and the development that has occurred in the
area. It was stated that the proposed network can handle this development. The
development itself will utilize two access points located on the western portion of the
lots.
Lastly, the plan does meet all the landscaping requirements of the Code with the
exception of foundation landscaping. This is a common relief that is granted and
several cases have brought before the Commission. It does allow more room for
pedestrians in front of the store fronts. This would conclude staff’s presentation.
Applicant Presentation
Lawrence Freedman, attorney for the applicant, said their architect is here tonight to
go through some of the plans. Also here tonight is Lynn Means to answer any
question from the traffic study.
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Jason Zawila, Village Planner, said the subject property is located at the northwest
corner of Boughton Road and Woodward Avenue and is commonly referred to as Lot
1 in the Boughton Woodward Commercial Center. The applicant is requesting
zoning approvals to allow construction of two commercial buildings. The building to
the north will be an approximately 6,820 square foot medical office building that will
be constructed for a dialysis center, and the other will be a 5,318 square foot
speculative retail building.

3.A

The one building is a dialysis facility which is called building “A” and the second
building is a retail building. Unfortunately with the aging population today there is a
real need for a dialysis facility and they have been doing a lot of these buildings
recently.
Mr. Mangurten said there is a small triangle which is in the neighboring town of
Bolingbrook. To comply with their requirements all they have to do is get a site
development permit. One of the obvious features of the site is the 20 foot utility
easement that runs north and south. People who come for dialysis don’t need a big
sign so this is why the retail building is up front. If they had to provide all the
setbacks and landscaping for this site then the project would not be able to be
developed. They do exceed the requirement for the total landscaping which is 20% of
the property and they are at 23%. For interior parking lot landscaping the required is
7.5% and they are at 10.79%. Even though they have asked for relief for some of the
landscaping they are still meeting the ordinance. He then talked about the different
types of trees.
To the north of this project is the detention area and this project is tributary to that.
The building will be an all masonry building and the rooftop units will be screened by
a four foot parapet wall. The retail building will have similar masonry with a stone
base and a lot more glass. He then showed floor plans for both spaces. He then asked
if there were any questions from the Commission.
Commissioner Seelander asked if something will be built in the outlot to the left or is
it detention.
Mr. Zawila said off to the left it is not part of the Village of Woodridge, but it is the
parking lot that serves Costco. There is a portion of the parking lot and the detention
that is required for the development.
Commissioner Seelander asked about Lot 8.
Mr. Zawila stated if it is north of Lot 1 then it is for stormwater detention and it is
owned by the association. There is a significant wetland located north of that area.
Chairman Przepiorka asked if this will fill out that whole development.
Mr. Zawila said for this portion of the intersection, then yes.
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David Mangurten, KMA & Associates, Inc. Architects, stated he wanted to thank
staff with this complicated project. The client is Aetna Development who has been
developing projects in the Chicagoland area for 40 years. Currently, many of their
projects are infill projects like this one. Some of projects are where they are
repurposing many of the buildings that they did 30 years ago for large tenants such as
Sears, Office Depot or Walgreens. Some projects that they have completed recently
are Pet Supply Plus stores in Bolingbrook, Naperville and Orland Park.

3.A

Chairman Przepiorka asked how will people know that these establishments exist
back there. He is more concerned about the retail building.

Chairman Przepiorka asked if there will be any signage on Boughton for these
businesses.
Mr. Zawila said there is not a monument sign for these buildings. There is the option
of doing a multi-tenant sign for the entire shopping center but it would have to be
potentially allowed by rights. It would have to come through by one of the tenants or
the association for staff to look at that.
Commissioner Hendle-Kinnunen asked if there would be any change to the access off
of Woodward.
Mr. Zawila stated no and he showed on the overhead where the access points for this
development are located.
Commissioner Cortez said this is the second dialysis center for the Village. He
questioned the need for a second dialysis center.
Mr. Zawila stated the applicant did have to obtain a certificate of need through the
State of Illinois.
Mr. Freedman said it is controlled by the State and it is expensive.
Chairman Przepiorka asked if there were any further questions from the Commission.
None responded. He then asked if there was anyone in the audience that wanted to
speak in regards to this case.
Public Comment
None
Plan Commission Discussion
Commissioner Seelander asked who is going to do all the construction on the
intersection.
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Mr. Zawila stated they have the monument sign that is going to be along Woodward
Avenue. The other two options are wall signage which allows one sign on two
different facades. As of right now they do not know where the signs are going to be
located. The third option is drive-by traffic and there are a lot of customers that
utilize the other tenants.

3.A

Mr. Zawila said that will be DuPage County and hopefully will be completed by
2020.
Commissioner Seelander asked by moving that setback from 30 to 20 will it cause
any problems for the intersection improvements proposed.

Commissioner Gaspar asked what other business around there have a setback of 20
instead of 30.
Mr. Zawila said off of the building setback he would have to review that. One most
recently, south of this intersection a property was acquired for intersection
improvements and they needed a setback relief for the ROW.
Chairman Przepiorka asked if there were any further questions or comments from the
Commission. None responded. He then asked for staff’s recommendations.
Staff Recommendation
Mr. Zawila stated there are six motions which are on page 18 of staff’s packet. Three
are for the Findings of Fact and three for recommendations for the Village Board.
Chairman Przepiorka asked for a motion for recommendation.
Plan Commission Recommendation
Commissioner Cortez made a motion, seconded by Commissioner Gaspar to adopt
the Findings of Fact for the RPUD Zoning Lot Plan, as contained in Exhibit J. A roll
call vote was taken:
Ayes: Cortez, Gaspar, Balogh, Hendle-Kinnunen, Jarog, Seelander Przepiorka
Nays: None
Motion passed
Commissioner Hendle-Kinnunen made a motion, seconded by Commissioner Cortez
to adopt the Findings of Fact for the RPUD Preliminary Plan, as contained in Exhibit
K. A roll call vote was taken:
Ayes: Hendle-Kinnunen, Cortez, Balogh, Gaspar, Jarog, Seelander Przepiorka
Nays: None
Motion passed
Commissioner Balogh made a motion, seconded by Commissioner Seelander to adopt
the Findings of Fact for the RPUD Final Plan, as contained in Exhibit L. A roll call
vote was taken:
Ayes: Balogh, Seelander, Cortez, Hendle-Kinnunen, Jarog, Gaspar, Przepiorka
9
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Mr. Zawila stated that they have already acquired the property that they need for this
intersection.

3.A

Commissioner Hendle-Kinnunen made a motion, seconded by Commissioner Jarog to
recommend to the Mayor and Board of Trustees approval of an RPUD Zoning Lot
Plan for the Boughton Woodward Commercial Center, subject to the previously
approved Findings of Fact, the plans listed in Exhibit M, the deviations listed in
Exhibit G and the conditions listed in Exhibit N. A roll call vote was taken:
Ayes: Hendle-Kinnunen, Jarog, Balogh, Gaspar, Seelander, Przepiorka, Cortez
Nays: None
Motion passed
Commissioner Gaspar made a motion, seconded by Commissioner Seelander to
recommend to the Mayor and Board of Trustees approval of a Preliminary RPUD
Plan for the Boughton Woodward Commercial Center, subject to the previously
approved Findings of Fact, the plans listed in Exhibit M, the deviations listed in
Exhibit G, and the conditions listed in Exhibit N. A roll call vote was taken:
Ayes: Gaspar, Seelander, Balogh, Cortez, Hendle-Kinnunen, Jarog, Przepiorka
Nays: None
Motion passed
Commissioner Cortez made a motion, seconded by Commissioner Jarog to
recommend to the Mayor and Board of Trustees approval of a Final RPUD Plan for
Lot 1 of the Boughton Woodward Commercial Center, subject to the previously
approved Findings of Fact, the plans listed in Exhibit M, the deviations listed in
Exhibit G, and the conditions listed in Exhibit N. A roll call vote was taken:
Ayes: Cortez, Jarog, Balogh, Hendle-Kinnunen, Gaspar, Seelander, Przepiorka
Nays: None
Motion passed
V.

PUBLIC COMMENT (ITEMS NOT RELATED TO THE AGENDA)
None

VI.

DISCUSSION ITEMS
Chairman Przepiorka thanked Mr. Zawila for his service with the Village of
Woodridge and wished him good luck with his new job.

VII.

UPDATE OF PREVIOUS PLAN COMMISSION CASES
Mrs. Horn said on September 20, 2018 the Village Board did approve the proposed
badminton facility on Lemont Road.

VIII. ADJOURNMENT
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Nays: None
Motion passed

3.A

____________________________________
Chairman Przepiorka

_______________________________
Peggy Halper, Secretary
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Commissioner Gaspar made a motion, seconded by Commissioner Hendle-Kinnunen
to adjourn the meeting. A roll call vote was taken:
Ayes: Gaspar, Hendle-Kinnunen, Balogh, Cortez, Jarog, Seelander, Przepiorka
Nays: None
Motion passed

4.A

Woodridge Plan Commission Consideration of a Special Use Permit for a Health and
Athletic Club in the B-1 Zoning District – Fitness 4 You - Hobson Road Plaza – 3032
Hobson Road

Case Number :

P.18-26

Prepared By:

Jenny Horn, AICP, Senior Planner

Date:

December 17, 2018

Applicant:

Dawn Furman 2431 Evergreen Lane Woodridge, IL 60517

Location/Address:

3032 Hobson Road - Hobson Road Plaza

Requested Action:

Special Use Permit for a Health and Athletic Club

Property Size:

2.9 acres

Existing Zoning:

B-1 - Neighborhood Shopping

Existing Land Use:

Shopping Center

Surrounding Land Use:

North: Hobson Corner Park Ball Fields

East: Shell Gas Station

South: Winston Hills Condominiums

West: ComEd Property

Site Description
The Hobson Road Plaza is a 2.9-acre shopping center located at 3010-3054 Hobson Road
(Exhibit A). The 32,900 square foot shopping center includes a mix of office, retail and restaurant
uses. Existing retail tenants in the shopping center include Rosati’s Chicago Pizza, Leo’s Wines &
Spirits, and The Riding Store, among others.
Development Proposal
The applicant, Dawn Furman, is proposing to locate a personal training studio, Fitness 4 You, in an
approximate 1,200 square foot vacant tenant space in the shopping center. Fitness 4 You will offer
one-on-one personal training, accessory massage therapy, and sales of nutritional supplements.
The proposed use requires a special use for a health and athletic club in the B-1 Neighborhood
Shopping District. The proposed tenant layout is included as Exhibit B.
Staff Analysis
Appropriateness of Use:
Staff feels the proposed personal training and accessory uses are appropriate within the context
of the Hobson Road Plaza, which provides office, retail, and restaurant uses that serve the
neighborhood.
Access and Parking:
The shopping center has access along Hobson Road. Per Village Code requirements, four
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parking spaces are required for the proposed use (one parking space for each two hundred fifty
square feet of net floor area). The applicant anticipates between 4 and 8 clients a day initially,
with the intention to increase to 7 to 14 clients in one day. There are 130 parking spaces serving
the shopping center, which is sufficient to accommodate the proposed use as well as existing
tenants. The proposed health club is small in scale and intensity, and therefore, staff does not
anticipate the use causing parking or traffic concerns.
Findings of Fact
Staff has prepared the following draft Findings of Fact in Exhibit C. The Plan Commission may
modify these Findings as necessary and should adopt such Findings under a separate Motion.
Action Necessary
Staff recommends that the Plan Commission make the following motions and recommendation.
Two motions are needed.
Findings of Fact
1. Make a motion to adopt the Findings of Fact for a Special Use, as contained in Exhibit C,
and as modified by the Plan Commission.
Recommendation
2. Recommend to the Mayor and Board Trustees approval of a special use permit for a health
and athletic club for 3032 Hobson Road, subject to compliance with all applicable Village
codes and ordinances.
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Attachment: Exhibit A - Location Map (6430 : Fitness 4 You)

4.A.a

Location Map
Hobson Road Plaza
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Attachment: Exhibit B - Layout (6430 : Fitness 4 You)

4.A.b
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4.A.c

FINDINGS OF FACT FOR SPECIAL USE PERMIT
In accordance with Section 9-15-6 of the Village Zoning Ordinance, the Plan Commission hereby
makes Findings of Fact with respect to the Special Use Permit.
1. That the establishment, maintenance or operation of the special use will not be detrimental
to or endanger the public health, safety, morals, comfort or general welfare.

2. That the special use will not be injurious to the use and enjoyment of other property in the
immediate vicinity for the purposes already permitted, nor substantially diminish and impair
property values within the neighborhood.
Hobson Road Plaza was designed to provide consumer goods and services to serve the
neighborhood. The site has sufficient parking to accommodate the proposed use and other
existing tenants, ensuring that the use will not be injurious to surrounding properties.
3. That the establishment of the special use will not impede the normal and orderly development
and improvement of surrounding property for uses permitted in the district.
The proposed use is compatible with other commercial uses within the shopping center. The
adjacent public roadways are sufficient to accommodate the use proposed. The use will not
negatively affect the surrounding properties.
4. That adequate utilities, access roads, drainage and/or other necessary facilities have been or
are being provided.
Adequate utilities and stormwater facilities are provided in Hobson Road Plaza according to
Village regulations. Hobson Road will provide access to and from the subject property.
5. That adequate measures have been or will be taken to provide ingress and egress so designed
as to minimize traffic congestion in the public streets.
The proposed health club use will be accommodated by both the interior circulation patterns
of the shopping center and the existing transportation system surrounding the subject
property, both intended to minimize traffic congestion in the public streets.
6. That the special use shall in all other respects conform to the applicable regulations of the
district in which it is located, except as such regulations may in each instance be modified by
the Village Board pursuant to the recommendation of the Plan Commission.
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Attachment: Exhibit C - Findings of Fact (6430 : Fitness 4 You)

The proposed location of the health club use will be accommodated by the existing access
points on Hobson Road. All activities of the proposed use will be conducted indoors, and the
parking needs of the proposed use will be accommodated on site. Therefore, the public
health and safety will not be compromised by the proposed use.

4.A.c

The proposed development will conform to the Village Code requirements. No deviations are
proposed.
7. Conditions in the area have substantially changed and at least one year has elapsed since any
denial by the Village Board of any prior application for a special use permit that would have
authorized substantially the same or all or part of the site.

Attachment: Exhibit C - Findings of Fact (6430 : Fitness 4 You)

The Village has not previously denied an application for a special use permit for the subject
property.
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